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Abstract: Agricultural advancements have significantly impacted people’s lives and their surround-
ings in recent years. The insufficient knowledge of the whole agricultural production system and
conventional ways of irrigation have limited agricultural yields in the past. The remote sensing
innovations recently implemented in agriculture have dramatically revolutionized production ef-
ficiency by offering unparalleled opportunities for convenient, versatile, and quick collection of
land images to collect critical details on the crop’s conditions. These innovations have enabled
automated data collection, simulation, and interpretation based on crop analytics facilitated by deep
learning techniques. This paper aims to reveal the transformative patterns of old Chinese agrarian
development and fruit production by focusing on the major crop production (from 1980 to 2050)
taking into account various forms of data from fruit production (e.g., apples, bananas, citrus fruits,
pears, and grapes). In this study, we used production data for different fruits grown in China to
predict the future production of these fruits. The study employs deep neural networks to project
future fruit production based on the statistics issued by China’s National Bureau of Statistics on the
total fruit growth output for this period. The proposed method exhibits encouraging results with an
accuracy of 95.56% calculating by accuracy formula based on fruit production variation. Authors
further provide recommendations on the AGR-DL (agricultural deep learning) method being helpful
for developing countries. The results suggest that the agricultural development in China is acceptable
but demands more improvement and government needs to prioritize expanding the fruit production
by establishing new strategies for cultivators to boost their performance.

Keywords: deep learning; precision agriculture; IoT for farms; growth prediction; agricultural
demand assessment; production forecast

1. Introduction

In developing countries, farming plays a pivotal role in the economy and offers
their rural inhabitants a variety of nutrients, revenue, and numerous job opportunities.
Farming has been engaged in the processing of essential food crops for decades. At
present, forestry, dairy products, and fruit growth are protected through agricultural
farming. Agricultural activities are often the backbone of a majority of countries that offer
tremendous employment opportunities to the population other than food supply and
goods manufacturing. Fruit plantation is one of the significant and rewarding horticultural
divisions. The production and protection of fruit per capita have recently been considered
a significant parameters in a country’s growth and quality of live. There are plenty of
economic benefits for fruit production including revenue generation, soil degradation
control, air quality, and growth in the job market.
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Specifically, the statistics from China agriculture industry reveal that it produces jobs
for more than 300 millions farmers. With reference to the agriculture industry, several
studies have been reported in the literature employing machine learning applications for
predictive analysis. In the last few years, the use of artificial neural network (ANN) for
forecasting analysis has caught significant attention from the research community. Machine
learning techniques have been explored in a wide range of agricultural applications, i.e.,
plat characteristic estimation [1], agrarian production [2], fruites analysis [3], flowers bloom
strength analysis [4], and animal body part analysis [5], to name a few.

In an interesting study [6], the authors discuss the influence of climate change on crop
adaption for cultivation in China. The study outlines the suitability of farmers according
to climate changes for the cultivation of vegetables, and some farmers have chosen to
cultivate wheat and maize in response to climate changes. Z. Huang et al. discuss progress
about developments in agriculture, rural areas and farmers in China which is beneficial for
economic and agricultural growth [7]. S. Zarifneshat et al. proposed an approach to predict
the apple scar quantity by using the applications of artificial neural network [8]. R. Zhao
et al. analyze, classify, and outline the fundamental concepts, benefits, and drawbacks
of the modern paddy rice mapping approach with machine learning techniques [9]. YS.
Murat et al. utilized ANN for transport energy demand prediction through economic and
transportation indicators [10]. The agronomic responses of fruit crop to fertilizer may be
low over the time with increasing application of potassium, nitrogen, and phosphorus
fertilizer, particularly in Chinese fruit crops. Therefore, it will be beneficial for the nutrient
advisory and fertilizer control of fruit crops to quantify those responses [11].

The applications of ANNs have been studied in several fascinating domains such
as powder metallurgy material analysis [12,13]. To predict milk output on dairy farms,
a feedforward artificial neural network with a postprocessing polynomial is presented
in [14]. M. Korosec et al. present a neuro-fuzzy model by using the principle of “product
manufacturability” to define and accept the degree of “pretentiousness-machining diffi-
culty” [15–17]. It is always complicated to predict global rice trade because buyers and
sellers are influenced by several unpredictable factors that interact in a complex way. H. C.
Co et al. compare the reliability of artificial neural networks with ARIMA models and an
exponential smoothing is predicted on rice exports of Thailand [18].

As far as Chinese fruit production is concerned, very few studies have been reported in
the literature [19,20]. Friis, C et al. [21] proposed banana plantation investments in (Luang
Namtha Province, Laos). F. Viani et al. implanted an autonomous wireless decision support
system for water agriculture in the network gateway [22]. Determining the MC (moisture
content) and humidity of agricultural products by capacitive sensor is defined in the
fringing area [23]. H. Ochiai et al. collected the agriculture application data by DTN-based
collection of sensors [24]. C. Kone et al. used the Wireless Sensor Network for agricultural
production [25]. The effectiveness of planetary remote sensing systems is demonstrated by
the growing need for anti-hail plastic net cover in agricultural orchards [26]. Three deep
learning models are used to evaluate farmland quality results by simulating their accuracy
and analyzing distribution patterns applied by Xiangzhou et al. [27]. In another similar
study, ML algorithms are utilized to estimate potato tuber yield from distal sensing data
of pasture properties [28]. In order to collect agriculture-related data, many devices have
been developed and different prediction analysis are performed on the collected data [29].

In this study, we utilized different machine learning and deep learning techniques for
fruit growth prediction for China. The primary objective of this work is to predict fruit
growth from fruit data by using the applications of ML and deep learning for the relative
variation in fruit production. We employed Spatial Prediction (SP), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Logistic regression (LR), AdaBoost, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) Neural Network,
and Agricultural Deep-Learning (AGR-DL) for predictive analysis. In the experimental
evaluation, AGR-DL outperformed the classical machine learning techniques. Based on
data from the time series, the proposed models obtained an average accuracy of 95.56%
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which clearly argues about the usefulness of the proposed approach compared to the
counterparts.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 covers materials and methods
encompasses a system model by describing different AI techniques and the proposed model
(i.e., AGR-DL). The experimental results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents
discussions and recommendations, while the concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

The estimation of agricultural production is one of the greatest concerns for govern-
ments and local administrations. A clear roadmap is inevitable by the governmental food
authorities to provide farmers with realistic expectations of food growth and to strategize
on improving their annual yields. There are various learning approaches for the forecast-
ing financial prices including the ANN, genetic algorithm, and support vector machines.
However, ANN is a standard technique, widely accepted to be deployed in this domain.
Therefore, the strategies for optimizing the efficiency of ANN are investigated in order to
understand the patterns using ANN in fruit processing. In this study, we have used publi-
cally available dataset that is taken from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of
the United Nations data repository (http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QCs accessed
on 15 June 2021). The performance of the used predictive models is evaluated by using
the production output of the following fruits as features: graper, apples, bananas, pears,
and citrus, along with the respective year of production. These are the only quantative
variables available in the dataset that could be considered for predictive analysis, and most
of the other attributes are descriptive only and have no influence on the prediction results.

Deep learning is a papular paradigm for a plenty of use cases and has been broadly
studied for its role in the growth prediction. However, the inputs considered are mostly
derived from the data available within the annual fruit growth data itself. Such separation
might ignore factors that impact production. A consideration of publicly available data for
fruit prediction can improve the prediction accuracy and future fruit production. Some
studies dicussed about the fruits productoin of different countries and clarified on how the
circumstances of this transition by villagers could be interpreted and evaluated [30].

2.1. Spatial Prediction

Production of agricultural fruits is one of the most critical sectors in Chinese agricul-
ture. Inadequate monitoring of fruit production makes it difficult to explain the spatial
distribution of fruit production in a region and to identify critical priority areas with de-
clining fruit production rates. Regional authorities have shown special concern for stream
segment quantities and spatial distribution whose fruit production falls below the standard
being virtually inappropriate to be used. The fruit production model based on spatial
regression was chosen to further predict true negative (TN) concentrations for all stream
segments throughout fruit production because of classification performance improvement.
To predict TN concentrations throughout fruit production, a total of 38 separate annual
sites were generated along the main stem and fruit production lines. In these generated
sites, TN concentrations were predicted by using a spatial regression model based on fruit
development. The concentration of TN at each generating site was then estimated based
on residues at 8 adjacent monitoring sites using Equations (1) and (2).

In the unmonitored fruit production, the estimated spatial regression model may
help to predict TN rates. In some unmonitored fruit production, TN concentration can be
estimated (denoting position 0), as follows [31]:

ẑ1 = X1 β̂ + ε̂1 (1)

where ẑ1 is the position 1 TN concentration, X1 is the position 1 vector plus (p− 1) essential
descriptive variables values, β̂ is the vector of p calculated coefficients of spatial regression,

http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/QCs
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and ε̂1 is the residual regression at position 1 which was determined by ordinary kriging
based on the residual regression at nearby monitoring sites:

ε̂1 =
n

∑
j=1

λj ε̂ j (2)

where n is the number of monitoring fruit production kriging, ε̂ j is the regression residual at
monitoring fruit production j, and λj is the ordinary kriging weight of monitoring site j. The
exponential autocorrelation function estimated during spatial regression (in Equation (1))
was used to derive the ordinary kriging weights.

where n is the amount of fruit production monitoring by kriging; ε̂ j is the residual
regression in monitoring fruit production j, and λj is the normal kriging weight of monitor-
ing site j. During spatial regression, to obtain the ordinary kriging weights, the exponential
autocorrelation function is calculated by using Equation (1).

2.2. Logistic Regression Model

Logistic regression is often employed when the predictor variables are not normally
distributed, and some of them may be categorical. The spatial prediction is based on
dependent and independent variables that are available across the region in a spatially
predictable way or linear direction. The fundamental hypothesis is that a specific dependent
variable is classified as a binary variable by logistic regression (i.e., presence, absence, etc.).

Therefore, the logistic regression predicts the probability of presence and absence
variables and gives the predictor variable as observed value. The regression of the logistic
system is a special s-shaped curve that is produced by taking a linear regression that
can generate any y value between −∞ and +∞. We transform it with the function that
produces a p probability between (0, 1) and y approaches minus and plus infinity (see
Equation (3)) [32].

ρ(y = 1|x) =
exp(β0 + β′1x)

1 + exp(β0 + β′1x)
(3)

In above equation x is the data vector. The independent variable coefficients are β and
value of the conditional output variable is y. For calculation of β before prediction, the
maximum probability formula could be employed. Statistically dependent model equation
is used for results validation. The accurate analytical models are based on the survey
technique and chosen descriptive variables. They may relate to simple methods which
work on selective measuring scales.

2.3. SVM Regression

The origins of SVM can be traced back to Vapnik and Lener’s discriminant work. The
nonlinear general version of SVM is quite recent [33]. In 1998, Vapnik extended the theory
of nonlinear regression by using the SVM framework [34]. The SVM regression is based
on the substitution of the kernel, where X [m × p] is replaced by [m × m] kernel matrix L
and β̂ [p × 1] is replaced by b̂[m× 1]. The Gaussian radial base function (RBF) kernel was
chosen to model non-linear processes. L is defined as

L =


L1,1 . . . L1,m

. . .

. . .

. . .
Lm,1 . . . Lm,m

 (4)

where the RBF function defines Li,j:

Li,j = e
−‖xT

i −xT
j ‖

2

e2 (5)
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Equation (5) shows more samples to produce RBF output close to 1, while fewer
samples of the same type give output close to 0. As a result, L may be seen as a type
of sample–sample matrix for correlation, which is theoretically a nonlinear measure of
similitudes between two samples. The kernel width parameter µ is associated with data
trust; adapting µ also has effects on the nonlinear regression. As the kernel increases,
(wider) the model becomes simpler. The calculation of the regression vector b̂, a [m × 1]
vector follows a different objective than the classical PLSR or MLR models.

Rather than aiming to reduce just the preview error, the SVM objective function
is enhanced by the root mean square (rms) size, which represents model complexity.
Optimization of SVM method is very difficult. Below is the classic equation with PLSR
and MLR:

min(e) = min(
m

∑
j=1

(x− x̂)2) (6)

It is replaced by a so-called primal-dual form:

min(e) = min(

m
∑

j=1
ξ j

2
+ Γ ∑ (âT â)

2
) (7)

The ξ j e-insensitive error of generalization is defined as where Γ is a regularization
boundary and for final result extending Γ places have a greater emphasis on decreasing the
RMS extent of the model coefficients. It replaces the old style least-square rule b̂ (x− x̂j)

2

and is characterized by utilizing the significance threshold ε:

ξ j =
{

0, i f
∣∣xj − x̂j

∣∣ < ε∣∣xj − x̂j
∣∣< ε, otherwise

(8)

Therefore, a single residual magnitude error is less than ǫ and is set to zero. It assumes
that any error that is less than a good thing is unsafe (unimportant), and that if it fits below,
a solution is likely to be over-fitting. The described goal function alters the model training
approach. A b̂j coefficient equal to zero is given to all calibration samples that have a
residue error less than ǫ, which means this sample is redundant and easier to anticipate by
the other samples.

Samples of non-zero b-coefficients are called vectors of support. This method is
conceptually identical to the threshold of PLSR model coefficients for the automated
selection of variables. Based on the model of inequality constraints, do not explicitly
address the b̂ solution employing a linear system. In this case, the model is optimized
by quadratic programming in the field of Lagrangian multipliers. The optimization-
based process is slower than least square methods, but it is still a convex process and a
global minimum.

2.4. AdaBoost

Briefly, we study the multi-classification problem and the AdaBoost algorithm before
testing the current AGR-DL algorithm. From the set of (y1, d1), . . . , (ym, dm) training
data input yj ∈ Rp (prediction variable) assumed and the output (response variable) dj are
qualitative and finite set {1, 2, . . . , L} [35]. K is the class number. The aim is to evaluate the
D(y) for a new input y from the training classification rule. Data from unknown probability
samples Prob(Y, D) are generally assumed to be training data, distributed independently,
and identically. The misclassification error rate of a classifier D(y) is given with the 0/1 loss.

1−∑L
l=1 Ey[Id(y) =l Prob(D = l|Y)] (9)

It is clear that
D∗(y) = argmaxl Prob(D = l|Y = y) (10)
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Minimize this quantity with a misclassification error rate equal to the Equation (11).

1− Eymaxl Prob(D = l|Y) (11)

The classifier and error rate are regarded as classifiers for Bayes and error rate for
Bayes. The AdaBoost method is an iterative method which attempts to bring Bayes D*(y)
by incorporating several weak classifications. The AdaBoost develops a classification tree
that generates class labels begins with the unweighted training sample [35]. If a training
data locality is not classified, it raises (aids) the weight of the training data point.

The second classifier is trained using new weights that are no longer equal. Second
time, misclassified training set have increased their weights and the process is repeated.
Generally, 500 or 1000 classifiers can be built in this way. Almost every classifier has the
score, and the ultimate classifier has been allotted to the known as the linear combination
of the classifiers at each stage.

2.5. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network

Figure 1 illustrates an MLP network with such a hidden layer. The network is effective
for vector mapping, i.e., by incorporating an input vector, Xr the network reacts via
the vector Zr in its output ( f or r = 1, . . . , R). In this work, there are two variants of
the MLP training algorithm, i.e., Basic Backpropagation (BB) and Backpropagation with
Declining Learning rate Factor (BDLRF) were employed [36]. The source code for the
implementation of such ANN models has also been implemented in Python software (see
Figure 1). H ((y) + y) can be formulated using “shortcut relations” in neural networks as
demonstrated in Figure 2.
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2.6. Agricultural Deep Learning (AGR-DL)

Modern deep learning approaches can resolve agricultural problems more produc-
tively than conventional machine learning techniques. A deep convolutionary network
is a group of neural multilayer networks that can model nonlinear relationships and is
organized into a sequence of functional layer by layer structure [37].

Deep learning architectures contain different variants, two of them are convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) and recurring neural networks (RNNs). The CNN are widely
used for the domain of computer vision and RNN are used specifically for the processing
of natural language. The latest CNN-based work cannot extract features directly from the
DNA sequences. The links between the units in the RNN can be directed in sequence graph
which allows RNN to extract fruit data differently and effectively [38].

In recurring neural networks, the number of model parameters is substantially reduced
by converting and sharing parameters in comparison with fully connected neural networks.
Furthermore, convolutionary layers can draw from raw sequences high-level features.
The neurons in the convolutionary layer analyze the variations (increase or decrease) and
patterns of fruit production close to regular weight matrices. The cumulative pooling
layer is used to summarize the activation by highest value of some neighboring neurons
and minimize fitness. Therefore, completely connected layers can be used to create final
nonlinear combination after feature extraction on all types of layers (see Figure 3).
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2.7. Method Renovation and Evaluation

The authors have developed a predictive model that forecasts agricultural fruit yields.
For this reason, the use of increased or decreased fruit categories is derived from agricul-
tural fruit results. The model was tested by Spatial Prediction, Logistic Regression, SVM
Regression, AdaBoost, and Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. The agricultural fruit
was predicted on the basis of increase and decrease rank and harvested on the origin of
high rank fruit production features.

Authors have also identified a way of evaluating the quality of the fruit results.
The assessment approach employs several performance criteria that are widely used to
determine the effectiveness of the model in the different tasks.

For predicting the accuracy, the concept and procedure are as follows: As TP (true
positive) is detected, the pattern rises and is considered as increased (fruit production
increased). If it is calculated to be TN (true negative), the rate falls and is labeled as
declining (fruit production decreased). The FP (false positives) are characterized as cases
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when the trend is decreasing but consider as rising, and FN (false negatives) are found
where the trend is rising but considered as falling [39].

Recall =
(TP)

(TP) + (FN)
(12)

Precision =
(TP)

(TP) + (FP)
(13)

Accuracy =
(TP) + (TN)

(TP) + (FP) + (FN) + (TN)
(14)

F1 Score = 2 ∗ (Precision ∗ Recall)
(Precision + Recall)

(15)

2.8. Experimental Dataset

The “National Bureau of China” has obtained time series data sets and data are
available online (FAO 2020) [40,41]. To analyze the correlation between AGR-DL and the
production of major fruit crops, data samples were used from 1980 to 2018. The variables
used in this study are the production of fruit, apple, citrus, pear, grape, banana, and total
fruit output. The output weight for each is 10,000 tons. Table 1 shows the details of China
fruit production dataset along the timeframes considered for training and prediction of
the system.

Table 1. Details of dataset.

Fruit Type Training Data Predicted Data Production (10,000 tons)

Apples 1980–2018 2019–2050 4131.4

Bananas 1980–2018 2019–2050 3556.3

Citrus 1980–2018 2019–2050 1798.8

Pears 1980–2018 2019–2050 1353.6

Grapes 1980–2018 2019–2050 1150.40

In this section, the experiments are performed using an open-source dataset based
on fruit production, acquired from the agriculture organization website (FAO, 2020). The
dataset consists of 38 years of fruit production records (tuples) and 6 features. Therefore,
authors get a 38 × 6 feature matrix and obtain different accuracy with different algorithms.
If the production increases from the last year, then the value is 1 and if it decreases, then the
value is 0. Following are the model input features: Total number of years 38 (1980–2018),
training set size 70% production (one fruit), test set size 30% production (one fruit), number
of classes 5 (fruits), fruit measuring size 10,000 tonnes and production increase/decrease
(i.e., 1/0).

The relationship between variables are stated below:

LogTFPt = δ0 + δ1LogTAPt + δ2LogTBPt + δ3LogTCPt + δ4LogTPPt+
δ5LogTGPt + εt

(16)

As shown above in Equation (16), the parameters are total fruit production (TFP), total
apple production (TAP), total banana production (TBP), total citrus production (TCP), total
pear production (TPP), and tota grapes production (TGP). ε stands for the error terms and t
represents the time. δ0 (intercept) refers to a value of Y when X = 0, while δ1 (regression
coefficient, also known as the slope) refers to the difference in variable Y caused by a
one-unit change in variable X. The hyperparameters are the learning rate 0.1, the batch size
32, and the number of epochs 100.
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3. Results
3.1. Apple Production

Apple is a mild climatic fruit produced in a large number of European and Asian
regions. Apples are the 4th largest feed fruit in the world and have a production potential
in 94 countries and a fresh-weight yield of 69.60 million tons from 4.85 million hectares [41].
The change in weather patterns as given in the U.N. Fourth Assessment Report [42], the
temperature increases and continues to change in the future. Since 1850, the warmest years
were a patch of eleven years (1995–2006). The extreme weather affects the crop growth as a
result of global warming, and thus threatens food security [43,44].

There are variations in crop productions and yields from one place to another as a
result of climate change [45,46]. The effects of global warming are extremely significant
on farmland. It influences the apple’s flowering, time of blooming, color, size and shape.
The soils appear to exhibit a strong geographic association with climate, particularly on a
global level. With the passage of time, climate tends to become the prime influencer on
soil characteristics, the impacts of parent material has less energy and extreme weather
strongly influences the parent material’s physical and chemical reactions. The temperature
is an important component in natural vegetation growth, and soil temperature influences
plant growth. The extreme weather also influences the horizons development, such as soil
translocation of dissolved ions. In this article, the authors quantify the WTP (“willingness
to pay”) by consumers, a premium price for fruit quality certification, and a strategy
for monitoring fresh fruit regulations [47]. W. Ma et al. [48] investigates the effects of
cooperative membership on measures of farm success, such as apple crops. In China, apple
was grown at 236.3 tonnes (10,000) in 1980, and in 1990, the apple production was up to
431.9 tonnes, while in 2000, the apple production was at 2043.1 tonnes. The output rose
to 3326.3 tonnes in 2010 and the output grew to 4831.5 tonnes in 2018. The production of
apples from 1980 to 2018 is presented in Figure 4 in tens of thousands of tonnes.
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3.2. Citrus Production

The most valuable fruit cultivation in foreign trade is citrus fruit. There are two main
sectors for citrus fruits: the market for fresh fruit and processed citrus fruits (mainly orange
juice). For Citrus capital, China is one of the leading producer. Except high tariffs on
citrus making domestic sales profitable, China could play a major role in orange juice and
processed citrus markets. X. Guan et al. [49] fruit extracts of Chinese wild Citrus. Wang, Y.
et al. [50] are focused on hilly citrus production knowledge. The production of citrus in
China increased to 71.3 tonnes in 1980 (10,000) and the production grew to 485.5 tonnes in
1990; output rose to 878.3 tonnes in 2000, 2645.2 tonnes in 2010, and output increased to
2556.3 tonnes in 2015, and output rose to 2556.3 tonnes in 2018. The production of citrus
from 1980 to 2018 is given in Figure 5 in tens of thousands of tonnes.
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3.3. Pear Production

Pears are among the major fruits in temperate climates like in China. Because of its
broad climate and soil adaptability, pears can be produced in temperate regions. In China,
pear production amounted to 146.6 tonnes in 1980 (10,000 tonnes), and pear production
increased to 235.3 tonnes in 1990. The production amounted to 841.2 tonnes in 2000, which
increased up to 1505.7 tonnes in 2010. In 2015, the production rose to 1798.8 tonnes and
reached 2718.2 tonnes in 2018 [42]. The production of pears from 1980 to 2018 is shown in
Figure 6 in tens of thousands of tonnes.
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3.4. Grape Production

The grape agriculture is now really common and it can make a lot of financial gains
for farmers. Most of the grapes varieties come from Chines provinces like Hebei, Xinjiang,
Liaoning, Shandong, and Henan, and good source of income per acre for formers. The
farming industry provides a grape agribusiness consultancy in China. Furthermore, there
are different varieties and qualities of grapes in China. Li, Q et al. [51] compared the east
China to west China Cabernet Sauvignon grown. In China, grapes output increased from
11.0 tonnes to 328.2 tonnes between 1980 and 2000, up to 854.9 tonnes in 2010, production
increased to 1353.6 tonnes and 2045.8 tonnes in 2015 and 2018, respectively. The production
of grapes from 1980 to 2018 is depicted in Figure 7 in tens of thousands of tonnes.
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3.5. Banana Production

Bananas are another most important fruit, along with vegetables corn, wheat, and rice.
Almost 130 countries cultivate bananas by using 0.1% land, according to (FAO 2013) with a
total capital investment of 9 billion USD and an approximate retail value of 25 billion USD.
The main consumption of bananas is domestic, and only 17% of bananas are exported to
foreign markets each year. From Latin America, one-third of bananas are exported by the
similar amount to the United States or Europe (FAO 2013) [41]. The banana marketplace is
considered heavy in vertical and horizontal integration within the value chain. Bananas
have traditionally been cultivated on plantations and in past few decades some viruses,
plagues, and fungi have spread epidemically, possibly as a result of reduced immunity
from monoculture [52]. The production of bananas from 1980 to 2018 is shown in Figure 8
in tens of thousands of tonnes.
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In China, banana production in 1980 amounted to 6.1 (10,000) tonnes and, in 1990, it
rose to 145.6 tonnes. In 2000, output amounts to 494.1 tonnes, it reached 956.1 tonnes in
2010, and expanded to 1150.4 tonnes in 2015, demand soared to 1380.7 tonnes in 2018.
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Figure 9 shows the F-measure, recall, precision and predicted accuracy, of different
methods, machine learning methods (SP, LR, SVM, AdaBoost, MLP, and AGR-DL) have
good accuracy. Figure 10 Shows the precision plot of AGR model.

1 
 

 

Figure 9. Predicted values of different models.
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Figure 11 shows the history fruit production data, and Figure 12 shows the predicted
future fruit production date.
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Figure 13 shows the training, test, and loss of the AGR-DL model, and it has a
minimum loss.
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3.6. Comparison of Study

In this section, a comparative analysis of the proposed approach has been presented
with existing state of the art approaches. In the literature, serious efforts have been made
to predict the fruit growth prediction for different countries, but a very limited work is
reported in the literature for fruite growth prediction of China. The production of crops rose
to 35% in China from 1990 to 2006 while the most of the growth depending on vegetables
and fruits [11]. Therefore, it is an important research direction to utilize latest machine
learning techniques for this analysis. In Table 2, the results of our proposed approach
have been compared with an existing approach [53]. In this approach [53], authors have
also considered the five different categories of fruit, i.e., apple, banana, grapes, citrus,
and pears. The main objective of their study was to find a correlation between AGDP
(agriculture gross domestic product) and fruit growth. They performed their analysis on
a dataset (1980 to 2015) taken from the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) of China and the
China Bureau of Statistics. They performed different statistics test as well as regression
analysis to determine the relationship between AGDP and fruit growth. Their experimental
variables are AGDP (in million RMB), production output of apples, bananas, grapes, citrus,
and pears (in 10,000 tonnes).

Table 2. Comparative analysis.

Study Predicted Dataset Recall Accuracy F-Measure Precision

[53] 1980–2030 X 51.26 ± 1 X X

AGR-DL 1980–2050 97.34 ± 2% 96.42 ± 2% 96.43 ± 2% 95.56 ± 2%

In this proposed approach, authors have considered the time series data from 1980 to
2018 and have applied different machine learning and deep learning techniques. They have
used the following experimental variables: production output of apples, banans, grapes,
citrus and pear (in 10,000 tons) with the respective year to train and test the machine
learning and deep learning models.

It is obvious from the results presented in Table 2, the AGR-DL performs far better
than the existing approach. AGR-DL demonstrates an average accuracy of 96.42 ± 2%.
Table 3 illustrates that the variations are small when compared to the increase in precision,
which suggests that AGR-DL is conducting randomly. The AGR-DL achives up to 95.56%
precision which clearly argues about the superiority of the proposed approach compared
to its counterparts.

Table 3. Predicted outcomes.

Models Predicted Data Recall Accuracy F-Measure Precision (%)

SP 1980–2050 89.25 88.28 88.29 87.65 ± 2%

LR 1980–2050 90.14 89.56 89.57 88.96 ± 2%

SVM 1980–2050 92.37 91.23 91.24 90.37 ± 2%

AdaBoost 1980–2050 93.36 92.21 92.25 91.23 ± 2%

MLP 1980–2050 96.39 95.13 95.14 94.12 ± 2%

AGR-DL 1980–2050 97.34 96.42 96.43 95.56 ± 2%

4. Discussion and Recommendations

Fruit provides the necessary nutrition for our bodies by supplying the necessary sugar
levels required to maintain a healthier lifestyle. Fruit provides the perfect supplement for
hormonal imbalances and has many other positive effects, including curing some critical
ailments. Fruit growth also plays an important role in the economy of a country, therefore,
many countries have been utilizing a range of machine learning techniques for in depth
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analysis on fruit data and take appropriate decisions after getting the valuable information
from available big data. For instance, Bresilla et al. [54] detected and counted fruits (apple
and pear) under the tree canopy using novel convolutional deep learning algorithms based
on single-shot detectors. This study used the image data of 5000 fruits and predicted the
accuracy of more than 90% of them. Similarly, Khan et al. [55] finds effect of cimate change
on fruit by cointegration and machine learning methods with an accuracy of 90.00 ± 2%.
Dang et al. [56] presented a used convolution neural network (CNNs) and Efficient Net
architecture for fruit recognition using the 360 fruit dataset. According to the results, the
suggested model is 95% accurate. Khan et al. [57] used three machine learning methods
(LM, SCG, and BR) and predict future fruit production from 1980 to 2025 with an accuracy
of 76.30 ± 2%. Arab et al. [58] used an artificial neural network and regression analysis to
find different vegetation index (NDVI) of grape fruit with accuracy 2018 (R = 0.95).

In this paper, we have utilized different machine learning and deep learning tech-
niques for fruit growth prediction. We considered five different fruit categories and trained
the models by using the production value in the respective year as feature set. Table 2
presents the experimental results of the applied machine learning models. The results
exhibit that AGR-DL performed far better than the baseline methods. AGR-DL has an
average precision of 95.56± 2 percent in the data set. Furthermore, the findings shown in
Table 2 illustrate that the variations are small when compared to the increases in precision,
which suggests that AGR-DL is conducting randomly. The Experimental results are pre-
sented in Table 2 and it is clear that the proposed approach performs better in terms of
higher accuracy.

We also performed a comparative analysis of the proposed approach with an exist-
ing state-of-the-art approach, and the results are presented in Table 3. In the existing
appraoch [53], the authors considered the five different categories of fruits: apples, ba-
nanas, grapes, citrus, and pears. The main objective of their study was to find a correlation
between AGDP (agriculture gross domestic product) and fruit growth. The objective of
their work is to determine the relationship between AGDP and fruit growth. It is obvious
from the results given in Table 3, proposed deep learning based approach for fruit growth
prediction outperforms its counterpart with higher precision.

5. Conclusions

The production of fresh fruits is important for every country and their production
rate is critical to the farmers who rely entirely on the agricultural policies of government.
The production rate improves dramatically when the governments start focusing on the
policy making to facilitate formers. This research uses current data on fruit production (of
China) to establish the AGR-DL method in order to forecast fruit production and presents
the findings of the proposed method. The authors employ deep neural networks in the
AGR-DL model, which frequently forecasts patterns in the production of agricultural
fruit. In order to predict fruit production, five machine learning models (SP, LR, SVM,
AdaBoost, MLP, and AGR-DL) have been employed as baseline. The deployed algorithms
demonstrate a fair precision of 87.65%, 88.96%, 90.37%, 91.23%, and 94.12%, respectively,
but AGR-DL is capable to achive upto 95.56% precision which clearly argues about the
superiority of the prosed approach compared to its counterparts. From this analysis, the
authors recommend that government should follow the future prediction system to focus
on valuable decision-making to increase the fruit production as required. Moreover, it is
also helpful for the former to find out which fruit’s production is deficient so they can
focus on that fruit for the next year. As a future work, different deep learning algorithms
could be implemented for other countries using the available datasets to provide valuable
guidelines for the development of a new (more accurate) models. Furthermore, it is also
possible to compare the population growth with fruit production of different countries.
Similarly, a comparison of fruit production and policies in the developed countries with
the developing countries could also be valuable.
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